Wind turbines
are a big
investment.

Are you happy with your ROI? Our laser-based
atmospheric measurement products and services offer
continuous wind speed, temperature, and density reporting
from turbine-mounted or ground-based platforms. Real-time
determination of wind gusts, shear, and turbulence help
‘see’ and protect your valuable turbine equipment.
This will help your turbines spin and not your budgets.

Atmospheric intelligence by
knowing more – sooner.
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Our next-generation, patented capabilities have been
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Turbine-mounted versions can even be configured
with no moving parts, adding to system reliability.
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Contact us today to discuss your atmospheric
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our products: sales @optoatmospherics.com

Predictive Analytics Software to Improve

OptoAtmospherics

Our Predictive Analytics software enables real-time
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monitoring of turbine and wind farm (SCADA) data that
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can result in significant reductions in turbine downtime,

www.OptoAtmospherics.com

Turbine and Wind Farm Operation

1777 Highland Drive, Suite B

maximizing revenue per turbine. Anticipating incident
wind conditions in
combination with
intelligent modeling of steady state
turbine operating
conditions also
enables prediction
of potential
disabling events.

Atmospheric intelligence by
knowing more – sooner.

